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New and Changed Information
The following sections provide the descriptions of various features that have been added/modified in this release:

ANDSF
Event Codes for Alarm Thresholds
ANDSF-specific alarms and event codes have been implemented. For more information, see CPS ANDSF SNMP and
Alarms Guide.

Lookup Based on DevInfo Extensions
You can set up ANDSF server to facilitate the dynamic configuration of lookup keys based on any entry in the DevInfo
MO. You can then use this configuration to create and deliver policies based on extended device information in general.
For example, you can configure lookup based on battery level of the device.
For more information, see CPS ANDSF Configuration Guide.

Include TPS Count and Session Count in the Consolidated-sessions.log file
The consolidated-sessions.log file is now enhanced to show the TPS Count and Session Count.
Cisco Systems, Inc.
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For more information, see CPS Advanced Tuning Guide.

Automation Testing System
Support for 5K TPS on Single VM
PATS supports Diameter call flow of 5K TPS in a single VM and AVP linking is possible for Server Cases.
For more information, contact your Cisco Technical Representative.

PATS Upgrade
PATS is now enhanced to perform upgrade related operations.
For more information, contact your Cisco Technical Representative.

PATS Grammar Reference Help
The document set now includes a PATS Grammar Reference help for all grammar related information.
For more information, contact your Cisco Technical Representative.

Mobile
Ability to send an RAR to Solicit an RAA with RAT Type
In this release, CPS can now:


Send an RAR to solicit an RAA so that the RAT type can be determined. The only trigger to send the Gx RAR (to
solicit an RAA with RAT-Type) is Rx AAR with media type is video. Sending this dummy RAR is configurable through
Policy Builder. For more information, see RxDelayedMCDProcessing section in CPS Mobile Configuration Guide.



Set Rx Table Driven Event Triggers: In CPS 12.1.0 or older releases, the Rx specific event-triggers that were
subscribed over Gx were derived based on the specific actions received in AAR message.
Now, CPS can subscribe to RAT_CHANGE/IPCAN_CHANGE event triggers based on the media details (for example,
Media Type) received in Rx AAR message. To support this, a new service configuration RxTableDrivenEventTriggers
has been added. For more information, see RxTableDrivenEventTriggers section in CPS Mobile Configuration Guide.



Create Sy session after triggering dummy RAR: CPS can initiate Sy session towards OCS only for specific media
types reported in Rx AAR message and after it has received the updated RAT-Type/IPCan-Type values received in
the response for the dummy Gx RAR message. CPS triggers Sy SLR initial message during Gx session initiation
(CCR-I). This feature exposes the MCD details (mainly the Media Type) for Policy Configuration through Use Case
Initiator conditions. Also the Use Case Initiator functionality has been enhanced to identify that Rx media is delayed
and restrict CPS from triggering Sy session initiation when CPS has generated the dummy Gx RAR.

For more information, see CPS Mobile Configuration Guide.

LDAP Interface for Subscriber Query
CPS can now act as an LDAP server to support LDAP search queries using framedIp/msisdn/imsi/framedIpv6Prefix key
to get subscriber details.
The search query can come from single or multiple clusters. The cluster which receives the request forwards the request
to all other clusters based on cluster peer configuration.
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For more information, see:


Subscriber Lookup Server Configuration section in CPS Mobile Configuration Guide



Subscriber Lookup Feature Installation section in CPS Installation Guide for VMware

LDAP Writes: New Entry (add) to External Server
CPS can now write to an external LDAP server using the Add LDAP operation. Also, certain error codes (for the LDAP
search query) can be ignored based on configuration.
For more information, see LDAP Server Set Definition and LdapAddProfile section in CPS Mobile Configuration Guide.

LDAP Writes to External Server for Updating QoS Change Information
A new service configuration LdapSynchProfile has been added to update an LDAP profile to external LDAP server in
case of any changes in locally calculated values.
For more information, see LdapSynchProfile section in CPS Mobile Configuration Guide.

Multiple/Dynamic Entitlements/AVP in LDAP
Currently, the service attributes under Additional Profile Data tab for Generic Ldap Search in Domain has individual fields
for configuring the Service Attribute Name, Service Param Attribute Name, and so on.
In CPS 13.0.0, these fields have been replaced by a new table (Service Attributes Info) to support defining multiple
LDAP attributes as service attributes for evaluation as virtual services.
For more information, see Additional Profile Data Parameters table in CPS Mobile Configuration Guide.

PS to CS Handover (SRVCC)
CPS supports sending an RAR to AF instead of ASR when CPS receives an event CCR-U with all the rules failing and rule
failure code is PS_TO_CS_HANDOVER. For this, a new checkbox Trigger RAR when all rules fail (in SRVCC) has been
added under Rx Client.
For more information, see Rx Client section in CPS Mobile Configuration Guide.

Rating Group Change for Dynamic Rules and Selective Sy Initiate/Terminate
CPS now has the ability to enable or disable Sy session when moving from LTE RAT type to Wi-Fi RAT type and vice versa.
Based on the RAT type (LTE or Wi-Fi), CPS selectively initiates or terminates the Sy session towards OCS.


If RAT-Type is WiFi, do not initiate an Sy-SLR message but during handover to LTE, Sy session shall be initiated from
CPS in order to do the metering the ViLTE calls (Video Over LTE).



If handover happens from LTE to Wi-Fi, then the already established Sy session needs to be terminated in order to
stop the metering.



RAT-Type handover can be communicated through CCR-U or Gx_RAA message from PGW.

Selective initiation and termination of Sy session based on the RAT-Type can be achieved using the “Extract Avps”
configuration in conjunction with the Use Case Initiators.
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Selective Sy Trigger based on APN Value
CPS can now support selective Sy triggers based on APN so that you can meter Video differently then Audio. To do this,
you need to configure Initiator Conditions that check if media type VIDEO is received on Rx. If video is received, CPS
creates Sy session when SLR service configuration is present and terminates it when SLR configuration is no longer
found in policy.
For more information, see SpendingLimitReport section in CPS Mobile Configuration Guide.

ViLTE Authorization based on Subscriber Attributes
CPS supports ViLTE (Video over LTE) authorization based on subscriber attributes (IMSI/MSISDN/Throttling) so that you
can control services available to each subscriber.
To enable this functionality a new STG with a CRD table for Rx Authorization has been created in the Policy Builder. This
table has its input keys as the conditions based on which a bearer is determined to be throttled. It has two output
columns:


Bearer Authorization, which would indicate whether to allow or reject a bearer.



Error Cause, which specifies the Error-Message to include (if required) in the AAA diameter message.

In order to evaluate this Rx Authorization table and obtain the output values configured, a service configuration of
RxAuthorizationSTGConfiguration is used. The Rx Authorization table needs to be configured with
RxAuthorizationSTGConfiguration to obtain the output values. If configured, this evaluates all the bearers on receiving
any diameter message and sends the appropriate diameter requests/responses based on whether the bearer is
authorized or unauthorized, provided an Rx session exists.
To enable CPS to reject the Rx dedicated bearers if media type for the respective bearer is missing, a new checkbox
Reject AAR with Invalid Service Info for missing Media-Type has been added under Rx Client. If the checkbox is
enabled, CPS responds with Experimental-Result-Code is INVALID_SERVICE_INFORMATION (5061) in AAA.
In the case of multiple Media-Component-Descriptions being received in an AAR message by CPS, where one of them
is rejected after evaluating for Rx Authorization, CPS sends a successful AAA for the accepted
Media-Component-Descriptions and also creates a scheduled event for sending a delayed Rx RAR for rejected Media
component. This Rx RAR is sent to AF based on Sending Delayed Scheduler Wait Time configured under Rx Client.
For more information, see Rx Client and RxAuthorizationSTGConfiguration sections in CPS Mobile Configuration Guide.

Pending Counter Status-triggered PCC Rule Change Gx Signaling Optimization
CPS now supports optimization of PCRF Gx signaling for PCC rule changes in conjunction with upcoming Sy pending
counter status changes through the use of rule activation and deactivation timestamps.

Support for Re-evaluation of Dynamic Gx Rules
CPS now supports re-evaluation of dynamic Gx rules (installed due to EUTRAN/VOLTE call) during handovers to apply
new Rating Group change.

Support for Re-evaluating Policies
CPS now supports the ability to re-query the SPR and re-evaluate policies after receiving notifications about profile
changes from NAP.

Rx Message Prioritization in Overload Handling
Policy Builder is enhanced to support Rx message prioritization configuration options under Diameter Configuration.
For more information, see CPS Mobile Configuration Guide.
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RAR Suppression and SLR Loop Prevention
Policy Builder is enhanced to support a new service configuration object “SyAction” that is used to send the SLR-U
during policy counter conflicts.
For more information, see CPS Mobile Configuration Guide.

QOS Prioritization based on Multiple QOS Tiers
You can now specify the prioritization of QoS based on multiple QOS Tiers.
If the highest priority matches among multiple QoS, you can use the precedence fields to prioritize QoS.
For more information, see the CPS Mobile Configuration Guide.

Operations
Statistics/Log Additions or Changes
Statistics Changes
vDRA: Enhanced SLF Trigger Table for Multiple Lookup Keys
The following new statistics are included:


node1.counters.imsi_based_primary_lookup.qns_count: Count of success of getting IMSI from request when the
primary lookup type is IMSI.



node1.msisdn_based_primary_lookup.qns_count: Count of success of getting MSISDN from request when the
primary lookup type is MSISDN.



node1.imsi_based_secondary_lookup.qns_count: Count of success of getting IMSI from request when the primary
lookup credential was not found in request and secondary lookup type is IMSI.



node1.msisdn_based_secondary_lookup.qns_count: Count of success of getting MSISDN from request when the
primary lookup credential was not found in request and secondary lookup type is MSISDN.

The following statistics are removed:


imsi_based_slf_look



msisdn_based_slf_lookup

vDRA: Route to Default HSS if Unable to use SLF for Routing.
The following new statistics are included:


diameter_receive_SWa/Ta_AAA : Counter for AAA message.



diameter_receive_SWa/Ta_AAR : Counter for AAR message.



diameter_route_SWa/Ta_AAR : Counter for routing of AAR message.



diameter_route_answer_SWa/Ta_AAA : Counter for routing of AAR message



diameter_route_wslf_SWa/Ta_AAR



diameter_send_SWa/Ta_AAA
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diameter_send_SWa/Ta_AAR



q_dispatch_BindingMsgManager

Performance Improvement
Support to Edit CRD Tables
CPS Central and CPS DRA interfaces can now manage CRD data stored in CRD table in mongo database where it is able
to display and edit the data of CRD tables with extremely large number of rows.

Support for Import Single File API
CPS Central and CPS DRA interfaces are enhanced with a new CRD API “Import Single File API” to support import of a
single CRD table in either CSV or XLS format.
For more information, see CPS Operations Guide, CPS vDRA Administration Guide and CPS Central Administration
Guide.

CRD Pagination Support
CPS DRA interface is enhanced to provide pagination support. A number of rows per page drop-down is displayed below
each table which contains the different set of numbers indicating the number of rows which can be shown per page. This
option enables you to perform the following tasks:


Select the number of rows to be displayed in each page.



Specify the page to which you want to navigate.

Define Number of Rows in CRD Pagination
CPS Service API is enhanced to support the population and retrieval of the “Dynamic Reference Data Key” field value
present in Policy Builder service configurations. This enables the name of the object to be displayed instead of a
reference to an object.
The following APIs are modified:


GET Service Option API



POST Service Option API



PUT Service Option API

You can retrieve, create and update the “Dynamic Reference Data Key” field configured in “Pull Value From…” option in
service options under service configurations using the CPS Service APIs. For more information, see RAML
documentation:
AIO: http://<ip>:7070/doc/index.html
HA: https://<lbvip01>:7443/doc/index.html

Support for Key Icons in CRD Tables
CPS Central, CPS DRA, and Control Center interfaces are enhanced to provide key icons before the column name of the
selected CRD tables. This provides the following information:


Indicates whether the column in the selected CRD table is a key column or non-key column.
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Indicates the type of Runtime Binding and its value in a tool tip when you hover over it.

Support to Manage Repositories
CPS Central and CPS DRA interfaces are enhanced to provide the following options to manage repositories:


Add New Repository



Select Repository



Switch Repository

For more information, see CPS Central Administration Guide and CPS vDRA Administration Guide.

Support for Error Notification While Switching Repositories
CPS Central and CPS DRA interfaces are enhanced to notify you with appropriate error messages during switching
repositories in the following scenarios:


Failure from API end.



When SVN is down.



When the request gets timed out.

Platform
Root SSH Logins Disablement Support
Currently, for SSH there is no restriction for the hosts who are allowed or restricted to login to system. With this feature
such restriction has been added.
By default, this feature is disabled. When enabled, Cluster Manager root SSH is completely restricted from all the hosts.
For non-Cluster Manager VM's, SSH access is allowed only from whitelisted hosts. By default, all CPS VM's for HA are
whitelisted.
A configuration option has been added to configure additional whitelisted hosts if you want to. Also when root SSH on
Cluster Manager is disabled, one can still login to Cluster Manager via console and execute platform scripts or configure
CPS admin user.
The privileged user created only on Cluster Manager has all root like privileges.
Once you login as CPS admin user, you can execute sudo -s command to get root shell access. You need to enter admin
password to get the root shell access.
All the configurations: enable feature, configure whitelisted hosts, CPS admin user can be done using Configuration.csv
in case of CSV based deployments or “config” section of system YAML for API based deployments.
In case of GR, if feature is enabled, the remote site's pcrfclient/Cluster Manager needs to be configured as whitelisted
hosts for local site so that SSH from those VM's can be done.
Also, for third site arbiter/AIO, behavior is same as for non-Cluster Manager VM's. You need to configure whitelisted
hosts who can login to these VM's via SSH.
For more information, see CPS Installation Guide for VMware, and CPS Installation Guide for OpenStack.
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Restrict MongoDB Login Authentication Support
CPS now supports restricted login to MongoDB by prompting for username/password so that unauthorized access can
be avoided. By default, mongo authentication is disabled.
For authentication, SCRAM-SHA-1 default authentication mechanism is used on MongoDB v3.2.10.
Note: Enabling the mongo authentication requires application and mongo downtime.
Limitations:


Mongo authentication was not supported in CPS 12.1.0 or earlier releases, so upgrade/migration from that system
to CPS 13.0.0 release will not have any impact. Mongo authentication will be disabled by default.



If you configure mongo authentication at the time of upgrade, the system will not function properly as the password
would not have been applied on MongoDB. This would result in applications not being able to read the databases.
Note: Cisco does not recommend configuring mongo authentication during upgrade/migration.



API support is not available for enabling and disabling the authentication feature in Orchestrated environment.

For more information, see:


General Configuration Parameters, MongoDB Authentication, and MongoDB Authentication Process sections in CPS
Installation Guide for VMware



Configuration Parameters - HA System and MongoDB Authentication Process sections in CPS Installation Guide for
OpenStack



On Third Site and GR Installation - OpenStack sections in CPS Geographic Redundancy Guide

vDRA
Logging Support for Microservices Platform
To monitor and view logs, journald system service has been added that collects and stores logging data. It creates and
maintains structured, indexed journals based on logging information received from a variety of sources.
For more information, see CPS vDRA Operations Guide.

SNMP and Alarm Support for Microservices Platform
CPS vDRA supports generation of alarms for various events so that an alert can be generated and correct action can be
taken. The statistics get generated for every resource you want to monitor. You have to configure the alert rule with the
expressions to generate an alarm out of the statistics data.
For more information on alarms and alert rules, see CPS vDRA SNMP and Alarms Guide.

vDRA: Support for Parsing and Routing Diameter Messages
The parsing and routing Diameter messages for the following diameter applications is now supported: S6b, S6d, SLh,
SLg, Swm, Cx, SWa, SWx.

vDRA: Enhance Error Result Code Profile for SLF Database Errors
In prior release, the Error Result Code Profile mapped binding database errors and message timeouts to configurable
error responses and Error-Message AVPs.
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In this release, the Error Result Code Profile is extended for SLF routing errors such as SLF database unavailable, SLB
no binding.
For more information, see the CPS vDRA Configuration Guide.

vDRA: Support Multiple Diameter Applications on a Peer Connection
Previously, CPS vDRA supported a single application on a peer connection. In this release, CPS vDRA supports multiple
applications on a peer connection.
For more information, see CPS vDRA Configuration Guide.

vDRA: SLF Reserved IMSIs
You can now specify reserved MCC range so that CPS vDRA validates a parsed IMSI for SLF routing against a configured
list of reserved MCC. If the IMSI matches a reserved IMSI, the value is ignored for SLF routing.
For more information, see CPS vDRA Configuration Guide.

vDRA: Check Application When Routing to FQDN
Previously, the CPS vDRA supports just one connection per FQDN Diameter Identity. In this release, multiple connections
with the same FQDN Diameter Identity but different applications on different connections are supported. Thus, there can
be different connections to the CPS vDRA that contain same Origin-Host and Origin-Realm in the CER but the supported
applications might be different.

vDRA: Enhanced SLF Trigger Table for Multiple Lookup Keys
Previously, in the CPS vDRA, the SLF lookup Type in the SLF trigger table has options only to support two types of lookup,
ie. IMSI and MSISDN.
You can now specify Primary and Secondary Lookup Keys in the SLF Trigger Profile Table.
For more information, see CPS vDRA Configuration Guide.

vDRA: Route to Default HSS if Unable to use SLF for Routing.
CPS vDRA supports configuration of the STa interface.

vDRA: Document SLF APIs using RAML
RAML documentation is provided for the REST APIs used in DRA for managing SLF.
You can access the documentation at https://<dra master ip>/dra/docs/api/index.html

vDRA: Gx CCR-I Retry Routing
CCR-I message routing is enhanced with the following features:


CPS vDRA now routes Gx CCR-i messages after checking if there is an existing session thus avoiding multiple Gx
sessions on PCRF clusters.



A new Suspended Session Timer keeps sessions around that did not receive a response to a CCR-i (for the last or
only retry) since the PCRF may have created the session but the answer timed out or a peer went down. The timer
is stopped if the session is used for a retry.
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vDRA: Support for IPv6 Diameter Peers
CPS vDRA supports IPv6 transport for the Diameter peer connections.
CPS vDRA presents an IPv6 VIP using HA Proxy for any given application (Gx, Rx, or Sd). The IPv6 VIP is supported in
an Active-Standby model across two HA-Proxy instances on two different VMs.

vDRA: Passthrough Destination-Host / Destination-Realm
CPS vDRA now provides the ability to route a request to a Diameter endpoint without overwriting the Destination-Host /
Realm with the endpoint FQDN / Realm.
For more information, see CPS vDRA Configuration Guide.

vDRA Routing via Local Binding Database Replica
CPS vDRA provides the option to route Rx AAR Diameter requests via a binding search in a local copy of the binding
database that is present in every CPS vDRA site.
For more information, see the CPS vDRA Configuration Guide.

Support for Stateless DRA
The persistence layer of CPS vDRA is now on a separate VNF than the routing VNF so that the routing layer and
persistence layer are loosely coupled. CPS vDRA routing VNF can be upgraded independently.

vDRA: Weight-based Load Balancing of Diameter Requests
CPS vDRA supports weight-based load balancing of Diameter requests for SRK routing (and by implication, SLF routing
and binding routing) and for Table-Driven Routing.
Peer connections have a default weight of 100. A CRD or STG is used to assign a weight to peer connections based on
pattern match of origin-realm and origin-host with wildcarding (similar to assignment of peers to peer groups via the
Peer Group Peer table).
For more information, see the CPS vDRA Configuration Guide.

Installation Notes
Download ISO Image
Download the 13.0.0 software package (ISO image) from:
https://software.cisco.com/download/release.html?i=!y&mdfid=284883882&softwareid=284979976&release=13.0.0.&
os=
CPS Md5sum Details:
f46511ed9ad7d0aedfff5bcc0c6818d5

CPS_13.0.0.release.iso

64030f3b9f9a500a785004c339097c0a

CPS_13.0.0_Base.vmdk.release.tar.gz

699a27f34cc839f163acb22c6225adbd

CPS_13.0.0_Base.qcow2.release.tar.gz

CPS vDRA Md5sum Details:
8cfeb5d639388d81839e0588f89bb864

CPS_Microservices_DRA_13.0.0.release.iso
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ecfb11fbf7aa667e1d9b481bc9ab81ed

CPS_Microservices_DRA_Binding_13.0.0.release.iso

f397d497f1b471ea50be70c199171c06

CPS_Microservices_13.0.0_Base.release.qcow2

Component Versions
The following table lists the component versions for the CPS 13.0.0 Release:
Table 1

Component Versions

Component

Version

ANDSF

13.0.0.release

API router

13.0.0.release

Audit

13.0.0.release

Balance

13.0.0.release

CALEA

13.0.0.release

Cisco API

13.0.0.release

Cisco CPAR

13.0.0.release

Control Center

13.0.0.release

Congestion Reference Data

13.0.0.release

Core

13.0.0.release

CSB

13.0.0.release

Custom Reference Data

13.0.0.release

DRA

13.0.0.release

DHCP

13.0.0.release

Diameter2

13.0.0.release

Entitlement

13.0.0.release

Fault Management

13.0.0.release

Hotspot

13.0.0.release

ISG Prepaid

13.0.0.release

LDAP

13.0.0.release

LDAP Server

13.0.0.release

Microservices Enablement

13.0.0.release

Notification

13.0.0.release

Policy Intel

13.0.0.release

POP-3 Authentication

13.0.0.release

RADIUS

13.0.0.release

Recharge Wallet

13.0.0.release

SCE

13.0.0.release

Scheduled Events

13.0.0.release

SPR

13.0.0.release

Unified API

13.0.0.release

Web Services

13.0.0.release
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New Installations


VMware Environment, page 12



OpenStack Environment, page 12

VMware Environment
To perform a new installation of CPS 13.0.0 in a VMware environment, see CPS Installation Guide for VMware.

OpenStack Environment
To perform a new installation of CPS 13.0.0 in an OpenStack environment, see CPS Installation Guide for OpenStack.

Migrate an Existing CPS Installation
To migrate an existing CPS installation, see CPS Migration and Upgrade Guide.
Note: In-service software migration to 13.0.0 is supported only for Mobile (HA) and GR installations. Currently, other CPS
installation types are not supported.
Note: You can migrate from CPS 10.0.0 or later release to CPS 13.0.0. If you are on CPS 9.x.x release, following options
are available:


Either you have to upgrade to CPS 10.x.x release and then migrate to CPS 13.0.0
OR



Go for side-by-side installation where one cluster will be installed with CPS 13.0.0 while the other cluster is carrying
traffic, then switched over so that the other cluster can also get fresh installed with CPS 13.0.0.

Upgrade an Existing CPS Installation
To upgrade an existing CPS installation, see CPS Migration and Upgrade Guide. CPS upgrade is supported from 12.x.x
to 13.0.0.

Post Migration Steps
Re-apply Configuration Changes
After the migration is finished, compare your modified configuration files that you backed up earlier with the newly
installed versions. Re-apply any modifications to the configuration files.

Verify Configuration Settings
After the migration is finished, verify the following configuration settings.
Note: Use the default values listed below unless otherwise instructed by your Cisco Technical Representative.
Note: During the migration process these configuration files are not overwritten. Only during a new install will these
settings be applied.


/etc/broadhop/qns.conf
-Dmongo.client.thread.maxWaitTime.balance=1200
-Dmongo.connections.per.host.balance=10
-Dmongo.threads.allowed.to.wait.for.connection.balance=10
-Dmongo.client.thread.maxWaitTime=1200
-Dmongo.connections.per.host=5
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-Dmongo.threads.allowed.to.wait.for.connection=10
-Dcom.mongodb.updaterIntervalMS=400
-Dcom.mongodb.updaterConnectTimeoutMS=600
-Dcom.mongodb.updaterSocketTimeoutMS=600
-DdbSocketTimeout.balance=1000
-DdbSocketTimeout=1000
-DdbConnectTimeout.balance=1200
-DdbConnectTimeout=1200
-Dcontrolcenter.disableAndsf=true
-DnodeHeartBeatInterval=9000
-DdbConnectTimeout.balance=1200
-Dstatistics.step.interval=1
-DshardPingLoopLength=3
-DshardPingCycle=200
-DshardPingerTimeoutMs=75
-Ddiameter.default.timeout.ms=2000
-DmaxLockAttempts=3
-DretryMs=3
-DmessageSlaMs=1500
-DmemcacheClientTimeout=200
-Dlocking.disable=true

Note: The following setting should be present only for GR (multi-cluster) CPS deployments:
-DclusterFailureDetectionMS=1000

Note: In an HA or GR deployment with local chassis redundancy, the following setting should be set to true. By
default, this is set to false.
-Dremote.locking.off



/etc/broadhop/diameter_endpoint/qns.conf
-Dzmq.send.hwm=1000
-Dzmq.recv.hwm=1000

Reconfigure Service Option
After upgrading from previous release to the current CPS release, Service option configured with Subscriber-Id becomes
invalid and you need to reconfigure multiple Subscriber Id in SpendingLimitReport under Service Configurations.

Additional Notes
The following section contains some additional notes which are necessary for proper installation/working of CPS:


Session Manager Configuration: After a new deployment, session managers are not automatically configured.
a. Edit the /etc/broadhop/mongoConfig.cfg file to ensure all of the data paths are set to /var/data and not
/data.
b. Then execute the following command from pcrfclient01 to configure all the replication sets:
/var/qps/bin/support/mongo/build_set.sh --all --create



Default gateway in lb01/lb02: After the installation, the default gateway might not be set to the management LAN. If
this is the case, change the default gateway to the management LAN gateway.



CSCuz11476: Puppet fails to run and configure properly LB nodes other than lb01/lb02
If upgrading from a release prior to 10.0.0, the following changes are made to the folders and files on the Cluster
Manager:
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—

The contents of /var/qps/current_config/image-map on the Cluster Manager is modified to consolidate
the existing lb entries (lb01 and lb02) into a single lb entry (lb=iomanager).

—

The existing /var/qps/current_config/etc/broadhop/iomanager01 and
/var/qps/current_config/etc/broadhop/iomanager02 directories are consolidated into a single
/var/qps/current_config/etc/broadhop/iomanager directory.

CSCuy23530: Receiving error msg while creating subscriber from SPR API
Conditions/Scenario: If clusterPeers flag is configured in /etc/broadhop/iomanager01/qns.conf file OR
/etc/broadhop/iomanager02/qns.conf file in previous installation of CPS and you are upgrading to 9.1.0.
Apply Configuration Change:
If clusterPeers flag is configured move the flag with same value to /etc/broadhop/qns.conf file
OR
If clusterPeers flag is not configured, add clusterPeers entry to /etc/broadhop/qns.conf file. Also remove
clusterPeers entry from /etc/broadhop/iomanager01/qns.conf file and /etc/broadhop/iomanager02/qns.conf
file.
Impact if above change is not applied:
If clusterPeers flag is not moved to new location, cluster broadcast message will not happen.
Recommended: This change is highly recommended to be applied.



By default, pending transaction feature is enabled. If you are not using it, Cisco recommends to disable pending
transaction feature post deployment.
To disable pending transaction, the following parameter can be configured in /etc/broadhop/qns.conf file:
com.broadhop.diameter.gx.pending_txn.attempts=0

After adding the parameter in qns.conf file, restart all VMs.


CSCvb74725: Avoid manual steps in API based GR installation
Problem: The fresh install of API based GR installation does not execute set priority properly.
Workaround:
a. The fresh install of API does not execute set priority properly. You need to set the priority manually by executing
the following command:
set_priority.sh --add all
b. You need to delete the default ring configuration present in cache_config database. After fresh install in case
Active/Active Geo-HA feature is enabled, default ring configuration needs to be deleted manually. To
remove/replace ring config, following two options are available:
—

Delete directly from database. Remove from “cache_config”, if “shards” is empty. This may need restart of qns
services.
OR

—

Run OSGi command setSkRingSet <ringId> <setId> <servers> which will replace existing values.

c. Unused replica-set need to be removed manually.
There is no API support for removing replica-set. So you need to remove the replica-set manually by executing
the following command:
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build_set.sh --<databasename> --remove-replica-set <setname>
For example,
build_set.sh --spr --remove-replica-set --setname set04
d. If someone changes qns.conf parameters using API post system is deployed using PATCH method, then
restartall.sh has to be executed manually so that configuration changes become effective.
e. You need to be set the priority manually for members after adding via addMember API by executing the following
command:
set_priority.sh --add all


CSCvd30781: set_priority.sh broken ImportError: No module named util when running set_priority.sh on pcrfclient01
Problem: set_priority.sh from pcrfclient01 and pcrfclient02 is broken. No module named util is found when
running set_priority.sh.
Workaround: Execute set_priority.sh from Cluster Manager. If you do not have replication network on the
Cluster Manager, you need to copy the util sub-directory from the Cluster Manager to pcrfclient01 and pcrfclient02.



—

Source on Cluster Manager: /var/qps/install/current/scripts/modules/util

—

Destination on pcrfclient01/02: /var/qps/bin/install/current/scripts/modules/util

CSCvc66672: System is crashing when run more than 6k tps
Problem: High response time is observed when system is running with all the default features installed and has Gx
traffic with 6K TPS.
Consideration: It is recommended to create session replica-set as per performance requirements for scaling.
Solution:
—

Create/update /etc/broadhop/mongoConfig.cfg file on Cluster Manager VM to create session cache shards
in criss-cross fashion.
[SESSION-SET1]
SETNAME=set01
OPLOG_SIZE=5120
ARBITER=arbitervip:27717
ARBITER_DATA_PATH=/var/data/sessions.1
MEMBER1=sessionmgr01:27717
MEMBER2=sessionmgr02:27717
DATA_PATH=/var/data/sessions.1/1
[SESSION-SET1-END]

[SESSION-SET2]
SETNAME=set07
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OPLOG_SIZE=5120
ARBITER=arbitervip:27727
ARBITER_DATA_PATH=/var/data/sessions.7
MEMBER1=sessionmgr02:27727
MEMBER2=sessionmgr01:27727
DATA_PATH=/var/data/sessions.1/2
[SESSION-SET2-END]
—

Refer to Create Specific Replica-set and Session Cache Replica-set sections in CPS Installation Guide for
VMware for further information on how to create replica sets.

—

Set session database priority so that the PRIMARY members will be on separate VM:
cd /var/qps/bin/support/mongo
./set_priority.sh --db session
For more information on set_priority.sh script, see CPS Operations Guide and CPS Geographic Redundancy
Guide.

—


To create session shards, see the Create Session Shards section in CPS Installation Guide for VMware.

CSCve40105: Session databases don't recover on power outage
Problem: Session databases do not recover after full system outage.
Condition: Replica configuration is not available after system outage on Arbiter VIP. This is verified using the
following command (XXXXX is port number):
mongo --host arbitervip:XXXXX --eval "rs.isMaster()['info']" --quiet
Does not have a valid replica set config
Probable Cause: This happens as VIP was up on different pcrfclient (e.g. pcrfclient01) when outage took place and
after recovery it is on another pcrfclient (e.g. pcrfclient02). Thus previous mongo configuration is not available with
current active pcrfclient and recovery script is not able to recover data.
Workaround: User has to flip the VIP when the session databases mounted on tmpfs do not recover after full system
outage. To force a switchover of the arbiter VIP to the other pcrfclient, you have to execute the following command:
ssh arbitervip
service corosync stop

Limitations and Restrictions
This section covers the following topics:


Limitations, page 16



Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE), page 17

Limitations


Solicited Application Reporting
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The following are some restrictions on configuration for the new service options:
—

The pre-configured ADC rule generated by CRD lookup has ADC-Rule-Install AVP definition with support for
only three AVPs ADC-Rule-Name, TDF-Application-Identifier, Mute-Notification.

—

For AVPs which are multi-valued, CRD tables are expected to have multiple records - each giving the same
output.

—

Comma(,) is not a valid character to be used in values for referenced CRD column in SdToggleConfiguration.

—

AVP Table currently only supports OctetStringAvp value for AVP Data-type.



During performance testing, it has been found that defining a large number of QoS Group of Rule Definitions for a
single sessions results in degraded CPU performance. Testing with 50 QoS Group of Rule Definitions resulted in a
2x increase in CPU consumption. The relationship appears to be a linear relationship to the number of defined QoS
Group of Rule Definitions on a service.



Hour Boundary Enhancement
Change in cell congestion level when look-ahead rule is already installed:
If a cell congestion value changes for current hour or any of the look-ahead hours, there will be no change in rule
sent for the rules which are already installed.
No applicability to QoS Rules:
The look-ahead works for PCC rules only where we have rule activation/deactivation capabilities and can install
upcoming changes in advance. However, if the RAN Congestion use case is changed to use the QoS-Info AVP
instead of using PCC rules, we need to fall back to the current RAR on the hour boundary implementation for that
use case since the standard do not let us install QoS-info changes ahead of time like we can with PCC rules.



The Cluster Manager's internal (private) network IP address must be assigned to the host name “installer” in the
/etc/hosts file. If not, backup/restore scripts (env_import.sh, env_export.sh) will have access issues to OAM
(pcrfclient01/pcrfclient02) VMs.



The linux VM message.log files repeatedly report errors similar to:
vmsvc [warning] [guestinfo] RecordRoutingInfo: Unable to collect IPv4 routing table.
This is a known issue affecting ESXi 5.x. Currently, there is no workaround. The messages.log file entries are
cosmetic and can be safely ignored. For more information, see
http://kb.vmware.com/selfservice/microsites/search.do?language=en_US&cmd=displayKC&externalId=2094561



CSCva02957: Redis instances will continue to run, even after redis is disabled using the parameter
-DenableQueueSystem=false in qns.conf (/etc/broadhop/) file and /etc/broadhop/redisTopology.ini
file.



CSCva16388: A split brain scenario (that is, VIPs are up on both nodes) can still occur when there is connectivity
loss between lb01 and lb02 and not with other hosts.

Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE)
No CVEs were found in this release.
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CDETS
The following sections lists Open CDETS and Resolved CDETS for Cisco Policy Suite. For your convenience in locating
CDETS in Cisco’s Bug Toolkit, the caveat titles listed in this section are drawn directly from the Bug Toolkit database.
These caveat titles are not intended to be read as complete sentences because the title field length is limited. In the
caveat titles, some truncation of wording or punctuation might be necessary to provide the most complete and concise
description.
Note: If you are a registered cisco.com user, view Bug Toolkit on cisco.com at the following website:
https://tools.cisco.com/bugsearch
To become a registered cisco.com user, go to the following website:
https://tools.cisco.com/RPF/register/register.do?exit_url=

Open CDETS
The following table lists the open CDETS in the CPS 13.0.0 release.
Table 2

Open CDETS

CDETS ID

Headline

CSCve48349

Security vulnerabilities reported for package versions

CSCve72579

High TPS error found during master DRA VM off

CSCve80217

mon_db_* auto Site failover scripts dont support an ipv6 replication network

CSCve95392

PCRF not muting all def bearer flows on reaching dedicated bearer limit & not unmuting on
flow stop

CSCva63979

Performance over IPv6

CSCvc01018

SVN repos is down intermittently on AIO setup

CSCvc16569

PCRF is not discarding the delayed SyP AAA and sending Gx RAR

CSCvc20767

nscd process dead/hanging due to increasing number of open files when TACACS+ servers
are down

CSCvc56673

Arbiter VM missing /usr/bin/mongo* files upon fresh instantiation

CSCvc92363

CPS GR: Grafana stops displaying mongostats post GR failover

CSCvd02758

after LB01‐VM reboot qns process isn't coming up

CSCvd04967

RS creation failed with error: Removing old allocated pcs resource failed [ErrorCode: 1]

CSCvd10475

Haproxy shows Diameter endpoint down errors after restart of set 1, and through comple‐
tion of migration

CSCvd25835

GR_ST: Observing TimerExpiry messages in VolTE and VoWiFi call models during cross site
messaging

CSCvd28169

apache:wsgi used high memory and swap on pcrfclient

CSCvd28424

GR_12.0: Observing few CCR‐I timeouts consistently on one site during replication VLAN
down

CSCvd48535

CPS ‐ clab openstack setup doesn't meet the target TPS numbers starting 11.1
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Table 2

Open CDETS

CDETS ID

Headline

CSCvd86947

logReader.py may be used by qns user to read any file on system

CSCvd95332

Under Load condition CPS fails to send SD TSR occasionally

CSCve03801

Threshold State is not working for Rollover Quota

CSCve06181

Upgrade fails intermittently on 12.1 and 13.0 AIO,HA setups

CSCve14161

In ISSM 11.1‐ >12.1, [ERROR] SVN sync failed for pcrfclient01 & pcrfclient02 after enabling
set 2 VMs

CSCve29299

Receiving:WARNING Please run build_set.sh ‐‐all ‐‐create‐scripts; after running reinit in
upgrade

CSCve33640

In ISSM 10.1‐ >13.0, Failure seen on executing enable set 1 VMs script

CSCve34883

GR_ST: Upgrade of Arbiter VM failed from 12.1 to 13.0

CSCve38603

CPS sending blank QoS‐Information AVP in Gx_RAR in case no QoS ‐REF is mapped to the
rule

CSCve44876

sysUser has permission issue to monitor scripts when added through API in CSP 13.0

CSCve47529

Additional checkup needed during qns startup, before it accepts traffic

CSCve47606

Intermediate‐SLR: High CCR‐I response time for Looping prevention scenario @4.8k system
tps

CSCve55200

session creation time for sy prime at qns went very high with multiple sy prime realms con‐
figured

CSCve56281

Very high avg response time for gx, sy, rx messages in HA scale system with 12 qns @9.5k
system tps

CSCve65824

CPS support to send RAR when balance available after exhausted the Child reservation

CSCve65911

CPS: CPS does not send notification after quota consumed for sharebucked feature

CSCve66661

Continuos Rx_STR Timeouts are observed after sessionmgr failover.

CSCve67990

serverStatus was very slow messages in Mongo DB logs during traces insertion

CSCve68142

ISSU: during rollback traffic in set‐1 qns vms started immediately after redeployment of vms

CSCve68167

Micro‐Service ‐ priority is not set for shard‐server

CSCve68296

Power off/on VM Arbitor make DB status in \"NO_CONNECTION\"

CSCve68509

mongo‐db taking more time to recover after VM down

CSCve73695

GR_ST: Individual session counters not visible in Grafana

CSCve74312

NTP service goes in unsynchronised state after blade power on

CSCve77769

Scale test:During PR scale up, e2e resp. time goes too high for 4 mins, DB query time goes
~3‐4ms

CSCve78004

Mongo DB process not started after Persistence Router on/off

CSCve79902

ISSU process on halt as whisper update not received from some of the set1 nodes
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Table 2

Open CDETS

CDETS ID

Headline

CSCve80935

grafana stats not syncing between pcrfclients

CSCve81328

Scale test:During DW add in traffic,DB query DIP seen and RTT becomes ~40‐45ms for initial
20‐30sec.

CSCve81693

Scale test:Config serv add‐DB query time shows from ~4‐36ms,e2e resp. time ~100‐175ms
for ~26secs

CSCve81870

CPS does not reject a Gx request with 5005 if Sy/Sd/Sh session creation fails

CSCve82972

Passwords changed with change_passwd.sh are reverted to defaults by a reinit

CSCve83405

3GPP to 3GPP AVP Mapping for type OctetString not handled

CSCve86198

ISSM: high retry value has been set to \"/mnt/iso/migrate.sh rollback\"

CSCve87564

ISSM:'/mnt/iso/migrate.sh rollback' cli triggers restart for set‐2

CSCve88161

Not able to view Session details from Control Center GUI ‐ Gives error 500

CSCve88957

CPS is sending Sy_STR to ocs on receiving CCR‐U with rule INACTIVE(1)

CSCve95105

[ERROR] SVN sync failed for pcrfclient01 & pcrfclient02 after set2 enabled

CSCve95130

Set1 VMs isolated as they failed to load the CRD plugin due to dual failure as per PB config.

CSCve95993

CPS does not broadcast RAR when SSNR comes from legacy OCS

CSCvc54441

Intermittently SVN repo's are down in 12.0 AIO production setup

CSCvc95415

Unauthenticated access to Graphite DB on pcrfclients

CSCvc97500

After executing the API for recovery for ACTIVE member traceback error in log.

CSCvd09182

R11‐ >R12 Pcrfclient02 VM is having both pcrfclient VMs stats after rollback

CSCvd92619

got stuck when trying to upload the latest ISO

CSCve29335

Error during upgrade to CPS 13.0

CSCve33634

Exception errors against LicenseManagerProxy in consolidated‐diag.log for CPS 13.0

CSCve36955

Continuous warnings seen in consolidated qns logs after completion of ISSM 10.1‐ >13.0 on
VmWare

CSCve55658

receiving Memcached failure error in qns & lb vms.

CSCve56235

Stats functionality should be updated for below two cases.

CSCve56962

Admin user created not able to create organizational users successfully in Grafana

CSCve69160

Rule Activation Time isn't decoded/logged in Gx‐RAR

CSCve72273

The subscribers info shows the expired quotas from the last month in the GetSubscriberRe‐
quest

CSCve75340

Scale test:During DRA‐worker scale down,sys‐diag status of container of removed DW shows
as critical

CSCve78153

Scale test: Null Pointer exception leading to Database StartUp issue during router scale
down
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Table 2

Open CDETS

CDETS ID

Headline

CSCve84122

During DD addition and PB publish in traffic,RTT shows ~40‐80ms andTPS error seen for ini‐
tial ~30sec

CSCve87477

ISSM: after running /mnt/iso/migrate.sh rollback cmd diameter connection went down

CSCve90855

Nullpointer Exception observed while LB failover execution

CSCve91121

Warning Messages coming on master DRA

CSCve91164

Diameter dictionary got crashed, when migrate.sh used with wrong arguments.

CSCve92067

Read‐only user should not be allowed to modify data in DRA central GUI

CSCve92307

In case CCR‐I is rejected, Sh/Sy sessions (created before sending CCA‐I) are not terminated

CSCve93236

default cc user 'qns' is unable to login to cc

CSCvd10416

creation SSL Certificates method mentioned in installation guide will be lost after an
upgrade

CSCve77925

Consul GUI access URL not present in about.sh

CSCve81466

Scale test:After addition of DRA Directors(2 & 3), show docker engine shows DD‐4 & DD‐5

Resolved CDETS
The following table lists the resolved/verified CDETS in the CPS 13.0.0 release.
Table 3

Resolved CDETS

CDETS ID

Headline

CSCva85936

Logs which require a rotation mechanism

CSCvd82489

ASE 2.0: FOTA rate limiting issue after 2G‐3G‐2G IRAT & 3G‐2G‐3G IRAT

CSCvb76755

On timer expiry for unknown subscriber session, wrong domain is selected

CSCve57562

peak to offpeak to peak is not working using ToD feature

CSCvc16360

Policy Reparent does not work

CSCvd25584

Multiple SMS Notification in a single call are not sent correctly

CSCve30347

Rule Activation/Deactivation times Needed Under Charging‐Rule‐Install not
Charging‐Rule‐Definition

CSCva61011

Monitoring Key status is not being disabled after RAT‐Change.

CSCvc34693

ISSU: CPS 11 (7.5.1 ‐> 9.1 ‐> 11.0) pcrfclient pb (qns‐2) process not coming up

CSCvc95876

Generating continuous Audit module error when API request includes newline character

CSCvd22939

ISSU: CPS 11 (7.5.1 ‐> 9.1 ‐> 11.0) Base image takes a long time in BIOS stage

CSCvd09011

CPS ‐ Scale up/down fails when attempted 2nd time

CSCvc45288

Evaluation of qps for NTP November 2016 Vulnerabilities

CSCvd73457

/var/log/broadhop/qns‐1.log gets root:root permission
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Table 3

Resolved CDETS

CDETS ID

Headline

CSCve19130

CPS is not sending LDAP unbind request for gracefully exit when bringing down the qns pro‐
cess on LB

CSCve45817

LDAP: Secondary fail‐over failed in outage and TCP flooding after network restored

CSCvc56428

Rollback:11.1 to 10.1_env_import.sh did not run successfully

CSCvc96619

Default value for cache information in /etc/broadop/commonTimers.ini with installation.

CSCvd05954

CCR‐I condition not working correctly for the condition A Gx TGPP Session Exists

CSCvd09564

PCRF is not installing monitoring key on receiving turbo req AAR with volume quota

CSCvd35050

PCRF is not sending CC‐Time in Rx‐STA during MOG initiated Default‐Bearer Downgrade

CSCvd37709

MOG unable to decrypt the ACRS keys

CSCvd39839

PCRF is not sending PCI/PVI in Gx RAR on receiving AAR from MOG without PCI/PVI

CSCvd39844

PCRF is removing and installing the same rule in same Gx RAR

CSCvd39858

CPS is not sending the Rx RAR/ASR to the last known host from which it received AAR

CSCvd40085

For DPCC ADTM call flows in 11.1 MOG not sending duration (CC‐Time) in AAR

CSCvd41820

No CC‐Time seen in AAR for the DTV call flow PUT Requests when PCRF handles Timer

CSCvd42686

Best Match support in tableDrivenChargingRule service config

CSCvd42780

PCRF is not downgrading the QCI if the user moves out of LTE or goes Off‐Net/International

CSCvd50596

PCRF is not downgrading the QCI on receiving STR from MOG in case of volume based call

CSCvd53190

SCEF need not mandate service‐selection AVP in MO‐Data‐Request and CMT

CSCvd60724

PCRF is not sending volume usage in STA when user moves to Off‐Net and rx session is ter‐
minated

CSCvd63426

In case of HSS initiated QoS Change Scenario, PCRF sending incorrect AMBR in Rx RAR to
MOG

CSCvd67349

PCRF is removing the monitoring key on receiving CCR‐U with QOS_MODIFICATION_FAIL‐
URE

CSCvd68901

Error D4 message in callback's when PCRF is sending 4 as Abort cause in the ASR

CSCvd70362

PCRF is not sending CNS OFF notification when dedicated bearer rule is removed

CSCvd75871

PCRF should not send CNS OFF notification for every subscriber

CSCvd79543

PCRF is not sending correct used time in Rx STA in case of time extension

CSCvd79552

PCRF is not sending failure to MOG on receiving Gx RAA with 3002 failure

CSCvd81755

trace.sh is not capturing Gx RAA and Syp STA message and notification messages

CSCvd84795

PCRF is not sending CNS notification on receiving Sy SNR with more than one counter

CSCvd84796

PCRF is sending Rx ASR when the Sd CC‐Time expires

CSCvd84799

PCRF is not sending SNA‐5002 when the session is in soft delete state

CSCvd92241

PCRF is sending invalid CNS notification status on receiving SNR when uplift is not yet active
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Table 3

Resolved CDETS

CDETS ID

Headline

CSCvd94860

PCRF is installing rule and then immediately removing it on receiving CC‐Time = 0 in the Rx
AAR

CSCve04946

PCRF is not sending CNS OFF notification on time/volume expiry in case of session extension
scenario

CSCve08246

PCRF is not terminating the session 2 mins after receiving APN_AMBR_MODIFICATION_‐
FAILURE

CSCve21596

Collision occurring on PGW in case of MOG volume based call

CSCve24212

CPS 11.1.0|mongoDB timeout errors resulting CCA‐T 5003

CSCve26427

ATT needs GX‐RAA and SY/SYP STA to be logged in engine logs.

CSCve31962

PCRF is sending unexpected Sd RAR on mind re‐validation leading to collision at GWY

CSCve41815

Incomplete SVN download during qns process startup causing transaction timeout

CSCve43395

RxChargingParameterSTGConfig does not support any column names

CSCve49616

Memcached connect error is creating multiple duplicate traps with lb01 and lb02 names

CSCve54082

Proper solution to fix PCRF creating collision at GWY

CSCve54088

PCRF goes into a loop on getting QOS_MODIFICATION_FAILURE when the QCI changes to
lower value

CSCve56273

PCRF is sending session reset RAR twice

CSCvc21144

CPS: E2E and H2H values getting set to 0 in Gy RAA

CSCvc41628

Collectd Error ‐ exec plugin: exec_read_one: error = try 'mongostat ‐‐help' for more informa‐
tion

CSCvc53295

SLR audits not sent following the unsuccessful Sy‐STR

CSCvc66672

System is crashing when run more than 6k TPS

CSCvc80405

Haproxy stats URL randomly throwing error 503 Service Unavailable

CSCvc82169

Observing sessions with type '‐' in the sessions created on CPS during make break

CSCvc85627

Swap memory used

CSCvc88668

orchestration api logs shows error in attempt to build shards and ringset in initial yaml apply

CSCvc92285

haproxy.cfg isn't showing all qns entries for cc_servers, api_servers

CSCvc98016

Migration ‐ No module named pymongo Error while taking backup from R10 cluman

CSCvc99909

Upgrade CPS using Orch api it always ends up with Checking the status of Upgrade. Status is
Error

CSCvd01310

ISSMigration: Arbiter mongo scripts use default storage, it should use same storage as fresh
install

CSCvd04053

Password printed in orchestration log file from input yaml during assigning to all VM's in
12.0 HA
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Table 3

Resolved CDETS

CDETS ID

Headline

CSCvd04123

CPS12_GR: Reconciliation from hot standby backup db taking very long time impacting
whole call model

CSCvd05269

CentOS 6.8 does not allow perl modules to install

CSCvd06367

After set‐1 migration from 10.1 to 12.0 on VmWare the upgraded mongo processes are not
coming online

CSCvd06747

Performance degraded after enabling Single Sy qns config in CPS 12 Sprint 7.1 iso

CSCvd06814

Migration ‐ SVN sync issue when migrate from R10 to R12

CSCvd08989

Migration from R11: traffic stops and rsync errors occur during 'disable set 2'

CSCvd10169

Sy‐STR is not sent after CCR‐T if the Sy‐SLA received after Sy‐SLR time out (7000)

CSCvd10521

grafana‐server not coming up on 9.x, or 11.x to 12.0 migration

CSCvd12469

R11‐>R12 Openstack GR ISSMigration 3rd Site arbiter enable issue

CSCvd14099

Getting Sy‐STA 5012, while QPS is sending SY‐SNA and SY‐STA together.

CSCvd15886

AF Application ID Validation is not working when using Regex

CSCvd17083

Enable/disable check box is not visible for Additional Profile Data tab in Fresh install 12
Sprint 7

CSCvd17196

SingleSyUpdateMessage error in top_qps even @1 tps (overall system tps is 19)

CSCvd17665

Additional rules have to inserted into ip6tables firewall in order to allow access to IPv6 inter‐
face

CSCvd18112

fatal 'communication send' error reported from pcrfclient02 on 'migrate enable set 1' from
11.1

CSCvd20991

Avoid arming Session Recovery/Sync event triggers

CSCvd21064

SY OCS feature generates unsolicited Sy SNR during GY interactions

CSCvd21070

Publish Subscriber API fails to update ANDSF session

CSCvd22097

mongo: command not found in diagnostics.sh on 12.0 cluman after executing migrate.sh
restore

CSCvd23233

SingleSy com.broadhop.session.UpdateEntry error in top_qps with multiple Gx with single
call

CSCvd23290

Custom puppet failing network module due to missing hostname

CSCvd26742

Error received as Error in executing shard migrate task during 28K TPS run.

CSCvd27867

CPS ‐ ./migrate.sh disable set 1 failed with custom host name error

CSCvd29269

Unable to export/import a policy builder backup in PB 2.0

CSCvd30308

CPS ‐ ./migrate.sh restore/backup cluman: image‐map is not backed up or restored

CSCvd30781

set_priority.sh broken ImportError: No module named util when runing set_priority.sh on
pcrfclient01
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Table 3

Resolved CDETS

CDETS ID

Headline

CSCvd31171

/var/qps/install/12.0.0/scripts/setup/setup.sh line 452 [ too many arguments during option
2 upgrade

CSCvd31664

CPS ‐ ./migrate.sh ‐ route files are restored to a wrong directory in LB node

CSCvd35881

Migration 3rd site arbiter missing chkconfig for sessionmgr‐XXX

CSCvd41108

ANDSF MO Lookup Update operation does not allow multiple updates for the same MO
Lookup

CSCvd41954

External SPR query not sent

CSCvd43481

build_set do not apply updated firewall rules on time

CSCvd43940

External SPR Publish API

CSCvd43953

ANDSF MO Lookup using regex pattern

CSCvd45678

PB: diameter validation not catching diameter stack configuration error

CSCvd45839

PCRF needs to retrieve AF‐Application‐Id priority from PB instead of session db

CSCvd48300

Consumer || Session Recovery || Destination‐Host missing in SDR message

CSCvd48385

Consumer || Session Recovery || Framed‐IPv6‐Prefix AVP contains incorrect value in SDR
msg

CSCvd50992

During load condition some RX delayed RAR is not sending by QPS

CSCvd80346

ANDSF MO Lookup Create and Update does not validate entries for correct DM Tree Group
assignment

CSCve19409

Policy is not getting retrieved

CSCvc14874

UDR retry on CCRU is not always sent

CSCve37724

Any user with a shell account on any CPS VM can gain access to the medium‐privileged qns
user

CSCvd16416

Target update status_key value change

CSCvd82147

Soft delete timer not triggered

CSCvd83862

ISSU from 12.0 to 12.1 fails while restoring primaries

CSCvd89744

Java NullPointerException while AAR is having highest priority and MIND query have no QOS
configure.

CSCvd95145

GR_ST_12.1: memcache being set at a higher rate than delete causing usage to keep rising

CSCve04562

CPS is sending Charging‐Rule‐Install before Charging‐Rule‐Remove when collapsing of dedi‐
cated bearer

CSCve07664

receiving invalid parameter dbAuthenticationAdminPasswd passed msg while enabling
mongo auth feature

CSCve07916

mongo_auth_upgrade.py cli is showing error 'WARNING Failed to connect to primary host
for set01
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CSCve08454

After enabling F1442‐mongo auth feature /var/log/mongodb‐xxxx.log isn't printing access
denied msg

CSCve08698

receiving java.lang.NullPointerException: null in consolidated‐qns.log

CSCve09514

GR_ST_12.1: Grafana not displaying mongo stats post upgrate to FCV iso

CSCve09815

In ISSM 11.1‐>12.1, Traffic drops after disabling set 1 or doing rollback for set 1 VMs

CSCve10447

cross‐site lb to lb communication is not supported over an IPv6 replication network

CSCve14272

Kernel is not upgraded after completing ISSM 11.1‐>12.1

CSCve17910

Heavy logging for warn messages Unexpected error: GX session or CcruTimerEventId list is
NULL

CSCve18389

Longevity run 28k tps fails due to com.broadhop.cache.TimerExpired request

CSCve19119

Gx Rx error handling enhancement vzw check

CSCve21000

DB set for lb monitoring API are missing carriage return

CSCve63297

CCR‐U RAT‐Type is not updating in session without Rat‐type event

CSCve66519

Single Sy failure

CSCvd68263

SESSION‐SET1 and SPR‐SET1 are not taken into account by db_mon API

CSCvd92042

Orchestration API upgrade only upgrades Cluman

CSCve20987

monitoring scripts for lb and qns are not enabled at startup

CSCve51283

Diameter Clients do not load correctly when Origin‐Realms are not unique.

CSCvc79492

Missing Secure Attribute in Encrypted Session (SSL) Cookie

CSCvd29987

Make Unified API HTTP 1.1 Compliant by setting Content‐Length header

CSCvd52469

Race condition in PB prevents import

CSCve00979

SITE down trap script not working

CSCve04353

Exit status of install.sh will be failed on puppet installation failure

CSCve08996

Policy Director fills disk with consul.log

CSCve12295

SMS not sent by CPS on threshold breach

CSCve16701

Enable tacacs failing in 13.0 on cluster manager

CSCve33819

Failure on running migration rollback from 13.0‐>10.1

CSCve37267

During ISSU cluman Vm not rebooted after kernel upgrade

CSCve38944

Emergency Message Priority value should be 1 after checking the overoad handling box

CSCve55000

GR_13.0: Random heartbeat failures between mongo replica members causing call model
failure

CSCve55594

CPS does not send Sy STR on receiving PS‐TO‐CS‐Handover with all video rules failure

CSCve57446

cmd build_set.sh ‐‐session ‐‐create ‐‐setname set01 is failed when run from pcrfclient01

CSCve59559

Upgrade failed during applying puppet on cluman
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CSCve67009

Suppress Gx_RAR upon receiving ASA, triggered by charging rule failure on dedicated bear‐
ers

CSCve68097

ISSU: during rollback execution of /var/tmp/rollback.py ‐l <file_name> ‐a enable script is
failed

CSCve69459

Slow response time on high volume CRD tables

CSCve81655

QPS_7_0_0_8_US4229_Tyw100925c_IMPE related Sanity test cases are failed in Production
setup

CSCvd15650

OFF notification is not sent to CNS on APP_STOP event from Gx in case of selective muting

CSCvd72749

Unable to send multiple TDF‐Application‐ID as Custom AVP on Target Interface in CPS 12.00

CSCur40023

Show major release version in PB/CC GUI

CSCuy18980

Fix issue with collectd exec scripts.

CSCuy57688

Two CoA Sent to ASR9K when Accounting Start request is received

CSCvd02616

multikey session getting created when send stop accounting request for same user

CSCvd15703

Session is not getting clear based Guard Time for some cases

CSCve17905

ERROR com.broadhop.reporting.errors ‐ {creditEndDate=

CSCve57177

Session not clearing on Accounting‐ON for NAS‐IPv6‐Address

CSCva07901

API Router remote searchsubscriber request fails for Active/Active GR

CSCvd12519

fix for nextEvalTime for service with multiple windows

CSCve35254

CPS does not send Gy RAR at the time of OCSquota refresh

CSCve38890

com.broadhop.balance.service feature is not coming up in iomanagers

CSCuy32665

Stopping internal interface on standby SM causes 50+ ms lock times

CSCvc77479

SOAP UI returns multiple threshold value

CSCvd05460

AVP not found in diameter dictionary

CSCvd06726

NOZEROCONF=yes to be added into /etc/sysconfig/network to remove 169.254.0.0/16
route(s)

CSCvd76985

PB does a checkout instead of update when attemptUpdate is true and SVN URL has '/' at
the end of it

CSCvd77490

CPS 9.1 ‐ Errors on several qns

CSCvd92334

Family sharing quota is not working correctly at Tele2

CSCve02718

Null Pointer Exception when a subscriber is not found and loaded from SPR

CSCvc51850

Gx Message CCR‐x dropped false alarms

CSCve59750

Spikes of diameter transaction timeout seen during CPS 9.1‐>11.1 upgrade

CSCve68988

ISSU install script performed Mongodb priority change on backup replica‐set same time as
primary set
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Related Documentation
This section contains information about the documentation available for Cisco Policy Suite.

Release-Specific Documents
Refer to the following documents for better understanding of the Cisco Policy Suite.



CPS ANDSF Configuration Guide



CPS ANDSF SNMP and Alarms Guide



CPS Backup and Restore Guide



CPS CCI Guide for Full Privilege Administrators



CPS CCI Guide for View Only Administrators



CPS Central Administration Guide



CPS Geographic Redundancy Guide



CPS Installation Guide - OpenStack



CPS Installation Guide - VMware



CPS Migration and Upgrade Guide



CPS Mobile Configuration Guide



CPS Operations Guide



CPS Policy Reporting Guide



CPS SNMP, Alarms and Clearing Procedures Guide



CPS Troubleshooting Guide



CPS Unified API Reference Guide



CPS vDRA Administration Guide



CPS vDRA Configuration Guide



CPS vDRA Installation Guide



CPS vDRA Operations Guide



CPS vDRA SNMP and Alarms Guide



CPS vDRA Troubleshooting Guide



CPS Wi-Fi Configuration Guide

The documents can be downloaded from the following links:


All Guides
https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/support/wireless/quantum-policy-suite-bng/products-installation-and-configurat
ion-guides-list.html
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Mobile Configuration Guide:
https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/support/wireless/quantum-policy-suite-mobile/products-installation-and-config
uration-guides-list.html



Wi-Fi Configuration Guide:
https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/support/wireless/quantum-policy-suite-wi-fi/products-installation-and-configura
tion-guides-list.html

Obtaining Documentation and Submitting a Service Request
For information on obtaining documentation, using the Cisco Bug Search Tool (BST), submitting a service request, and
gathering additional information, see What’s New in Cisco Product Documentation.
To receive new and revised Cisco technical content directly to your desktop, you can subscribe to the What’s New in
Cisco Product Documentation RSS feed. The RSS feeds are a free service.
Cisco and the Cisco logo are trademarks or registered trademarks of Cisco and/or its affiliates in the U.S. and other
countries. To view a list of Cisco trademarks, go to this URL: www.cisco.com/go/trademarks. Third-party trademarks
mentioned are the property of their respective owners. The use of the word partner does not imply a partnership
relationship between Cisco and any other company. (1110R)
This document is to be used in conjunction with the documents listed in the Obtaining Documentation and Submitting a
Service Request, page 29 section.
Any Internet Protocol (IP) addresses and phone numbers used in this document are not intended to be actual addresses
and phone numbers. Any examples, command display output, network topology diagrams, and other figures included in
the document are shown for illustrative purposes only. Any use of actual IP addresses or phone numbers in illustrative
content is unintentional and coincidental.
© 2017 Cisco Systems, Inc. All rights reserved.
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